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Twelve display screens are installed on the ground floor of University of 
Washington West Campus Utility Plant (WCUP), with the potential for interactivity. 
The Designing Interactivity in the Urban Landscape Team is tasked with designing 
a prototype to run on these displays.  
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RESEARCH GOAL 
 
Our overarching research goal is to define what is meaningful to people passing by and deliberately 
connect this to the UW Sustainability program, WCUP, and surrounding neighborhood.  
 

RESEARCH CONDUCTED 
 
After defining several research methods for us to better understand the problem space, users, and 
areas of opportunity, we devised the following studies: 
 

METHOD GOAL LINK TO FULL REPORT 

Sustainability Analysis Get a clearer understanding of what the 
UW does for sustainability. 

Full Sustainability Analysis 
Report 

Stakeholder Interviews 
and Supplemental 
Research 

Interview stakeholders to get an idea of 
their involvement and priorities for the 
project to come. 

Full Stakeholder Interviews 
and Supplemental Research 
Report 

On-the-Street interviews What do students/faculty/uw community 
think about in terms of UW & 
sustainability? 

Full On-the-Street 
Interviews Report 
and Raw data 

Climate Action Plan 
surveys to UW Students 

What do students/faculty/uw community 
think about in terms of UW & 
sustainability? 

Full Climate Action Plan 
Survey Report 
and Raw data 

Fly-on-the-street field 
study 

Investigate patterns of movement. Full Fly-on-the-Street Field 
Study Report 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z84mDjSp39FnCF5glV1g77jewXw9mvlYEW3bBO7qFnM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z84mDjSp39FnCF5glV1g77jewXw9mvlYEW3bBO7qFnM/edit
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B93J1I4v4dMcRl9WbW4wdThKSGs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B93J1I4v4dMcRl9WbW4wdThKSGs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B93J1I4v4dMcRl9WbW4wdThKSGs
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1l1auVF1zPCc5IbwVFhFqz2wC0huQSL14leC6KwditgY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1l1auVF1zPCc5IbwVFhFqz2wC0huQSL14leC6KwditgY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZfSvvPtfRQVBOiAqNstFkBgOrtYnw5jeAoeGr6AvtOU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7j2CwRpoQpfTFM5ZTNpX1FzUm8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7j2CwRpoQpfTFM5ZTNpX1FzUm8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7j2CwRpoQpfN3dtX0dqS2tYb2c/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FjAqOcOgU4X3T-fqWNgR7FNOIM8Uk_o0xB1f5FP1yeg/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FjAqOcOgU4X3T-fqWNgR7FNOIM8Uk_o0xB1f5FP1yeg/edit#slide=id.p


WHAT WE LEARNED 
 
Although the UW Sustainability program is wide and well-published, it doesn’t mention the WCUP in 
a meaningful way. The investment in the sustainability program is large, and the principles guide 
decisions at the university, but the various programs running feel disconnected from an overall 
measurable goal. Metrics for comparing UW’s sustainability success with other universities are 
unclear.  
 
Compared to traffic on wheels (cars & bikes), traffic on foot is minimal, which limits the number of 
people who will be available for interaction. After speaking with 20 passersby, we learned that 
different times of day and weather reflect a difference in a passerby’s goals, attitudes, and behavior.  
 
Through surveys administered by UW to UW students, we learned that three important sustainability 
issues are top-of-mind: climate change, waste reduction, and transportation. 
 

OVERARCHING INSIGHTS 
 

There is still work to be done to meaningfully connect the WCUP and the UW Sustainability 
program. 
 
Although the WCUP will be a landmark to showcase UW sustainability, the plant itself does not 
approach sustainability in new or innovative ways. The aim of the plant is to increase chilled water 
and emergency power capacity.  
 
The majority of traffic passing the site is on wheels (cars, buses, bikes), and it cannot be assumed 
that they are affiliated with the UW. Most of the foot-traffic is affiliated with UW, many are 
interested in sustainability, and openness to interactivity varies. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 Investigate the connection between WCUP and UW Sustainability further. 
 

 Define the “interaction zone,” and whether or not it’s a goal to beckon people into this zone. 
Consider how many screens a user will interact with when in this zone. 
 

 Default state should be understandable from a distance, and doesn’t necessarily need to be 
deeply affiliated with UW. When passerby enter interaction zone, consider allowing them to 
opt-in to interactivity rather than making it mandatory. 
 

 During Ideation, do some further thinking on interactivity with topics such as waste reduction, 
climate change, and transportation. Focus on the larger aspects of UW Sustainability rather 
than specifics about the WCUP.  

 

  



NEXT STEPS 
 

 Define how many screens are reasonable to interact with at one time? We’ve assumed 
strong interaction will only occur for foot-traffic - confirm this assumption or redefine 
targets for core interaction. 
 

 Conduct text-size experiment to examine legibility of text from various distances from 
the screens.   
 

 As a group, decide how subtle/passive or obtrusive/loud we want to be towards 
people not in the core interaction zone. Is it a goal to try to draw them in? 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 
One-page research summaries and links to full reports and raw data 
  



SUSTAINABILITY ANALYSIS 
Full Sustainability Analysis Report 

 
RESEARCH QUESTION 
While conducting this research, we aimed to answer the following question: What are the University 
of Washington sustainability targets, goals, policies, projects, awards, and other forms of 
involvement? 
 

PURPOSE + METHOD 
The purpose of this study was to explore the UW’s involvement in sustainability, and identify what 
information may be most engaging and valuable for our displays. We identified our end users as all 
University of Washington students, faculty and community at large. This research was conducted 
through online content analysis of existing UW sustainability websites, and our primary resource was 
the official UW Sustainability website: https://green.uw.edu/. Information sourced from this site was 
thematically grouped and translated into key findings found in the full report. 
 

FINDINGS + RECOMMENDATIONS 
After a thorough review of UW Sustainability, we learned that the university is deeply involved in 
sustainability through many different programs and platforms.  
 

INSIGHTS RECOMMENDATIONS 

WCUP is not mentioned on the UW 
sustainability website in the form of an 
initiative, blog post nor public facing 
content. 

Investigate with our stakeholders if a plan 
of action for public announcement or 
related marketing plans are in the works. 

Through qualitative assessment of the 
content, four informal categories emerged 
(“history,” “engagement,” “projects,” and 
“interesting”). “Engagement” was the 
largest category; we learned of the groups, 
classes, events, and other opportunities 
developed by the UW that aim to engage 
students, faculty, staff, and the general 
public in their sustainability efforts.  

Leverage these themes and content pieces 
for inspiration in ideation. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
We will continue to watch for updates and announcements regarding UW sustainability. We would 
also like to continue researching to find all available information regarding the connection between 
UW Sustainability and the West Campus Utility Plant.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z84mDjSp39FnCF5glV1g77jewXw9mvlYEW3bBO7qFnM/edit
https://green.uw.edu/


STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS + SUPPLEMENTAL RESEARCH 
Full Stakeholder Interviews and Supplemental Research Report 
 
RESEARCH QUESTION 
How does the University of Washington achieve its vision of setting the standard in higher education 
for campus sustainability, and how does the West Campus Utility Plant (WCUP) contribute to that that 
vision?  
 

PURPOSE + METHOD 
The purpose of this study was to gain a clear sense of the connection between the WCUP and the 
university’s sustainability mission in order to identify the most exceptional aspects of the project with 
the greatest potential for development. This research was primarily conducted through interviews 
and correspondence with members of the UW Sustainability Office and UW Facilities Services staff 
and supplemented with materials found online in both departments. 
 

FINDINGS + RECOMMENDATIONS 
The UW Sustainability Office acts as a central hub to promote environmental sustainability through 
engaging, connecting, and informing members of the UW community in order to meet the 
sustainability goals set by the UW Environmental Stewardship Committee. 
 

INSIGHTS RECOMMENDATIONS 

The values of environmental stewardship 
and sustainability permeate the entire 
university and are guiding principles in all 
campus operations. 

Consider narrowing the scope of the target 
narrative for this installation from uw 
sustainability as a whole to one category or 
exemplar practice. 

Much like environmental stewardship and 
sustainability have become an inherent 
norm in campus operations, the UW 
Sustainability Office would like to promote 
sustainability as a social norm in people’s 
everyday lives. 

Investigate ways to connect the larger idea 
of sustainability to our users on a personal 
level. 

While it does have an increased efficiency 
over other utility installations, the WCUP 
was built primarily to meet the growing 
needs for emergency power and chilled 
water in the west campus expansion area. 

Learn more about the WCUP to see if there 
is anything particular about this plant that 
contributes to UW’s vision of sustainability. 

 
 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
We are still in communication with several people within the UW Sustainability Office and UW 
Facilities Services about the West Campus Utility Plant. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B93J1I4v4dMcRl9WbW4wdThKSGs


ON-THE-STREET USER INTERVIEWS 
Full On-the-Street Interviews Report and Raw data 
 
RESEARCH QUESTION 
Who are the passersby that we will be interacting with? What are their thoughts when it comes to 
sustainability? 
 

PURPOSE + METHOD 
The purpose of this study was to develop a basic understanding of the passersby within view of the 
WCUP screens.  This research was conducted through on-the-street interviews by two of our team 
members. Five questions were asked of interview participants, starting with basic demographic 
information and ending with sustainability questions. 
 

FINDINGS + RECOMMENDATIONS 
After twenty interviews, our data validated some of our initial demographic assumptions, while 
providing new findings that were not initially discussed by our team. 
 

INSIGHTS RECOMMENDATIONS 

The majority of passersby attend or are 
affiliated with the UW in some meaningful 
capacity. 
 

Ideation should investigate ways in which 
to enhance perception of the UW campus 
and sustainability profile, and instill a sense 
of pride in students and employees of UW. 

Different days of the week will reflect a 
slight shift in passerby demographics and 
goals/attitudes. 

Decide whether or not these differences 
are meaningful, and whether or not 
prototype designs should take such data 
into account. 

Many of the passersby frequent the Burke-
Gilman trail more than once per week. 

Explore refreshing screen content package 
to keep things interesting for regular 
passersby. 

Passersby commonly associated 
sustainability with alternative energy 
production and nature. There was also 
association with the color green. 

Mainstream concepts of sustainability 
apply to WCUP passersby. We need to keep 
such data in mind during ideation. Imagery 
is also important, such as color. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
It might be beneficial to do another interview session with passerbys on the street and ask a series of 
new questions. The basic demographics are fairly understood at this point, though we do not have 
data of how, for example, passersby integrate sustainability in their day-to-day life. 
 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1l1auVF1zPCc5IbwVFhFqz2wC0huQSL14leC6KwditgY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZfSvvPtfRQVBOiAqNstFkBgOrtYnw5jeAoeGr6AvtOU/edit?usp=sharing


CLIMATE ACTION PLAN (CAP) 2014 ANALYSIS 
Full Climate Action Plan Survey Report and Raw data 
 
RESEARCH QUESTION 
What is the UW community’s awareness, attitudes and behaviors regarding reducing energy use and 
carbon emissions on campus? 
 

PURPOSE + METHOD 
The purpose of the 2014 CAP survey was to measure changes in personal attitudes and interests 
regarding campus initiatives to reduce carbon emissions (as compared to a 2012 survey), and to 
encourage sustainable practices.  The study (an emailed questionnaire) had already been completed 
prior to the WCUP project, and the results formatted. One of our team members looked over the study 
to pick out points of interest that our project might make use of.  
 

FINDINGS + RECOMMENDATIONS 
Reviewing the data from the 2014 CAP survey surfaced useful data on how UW students behave and 
think of climate change and sustainability. 
 

INSIGHTS RECOMMENDATIONS 

Transportation issues (decreasing solo 
drivers, UPASS) are trending at a very fast 
pace as compared to 2012, and represent 
priority initiatives to students and staff. 

Ideation should investigate ways in which 
to make passersby aware of such efforts by 
the UW, or even thank passersby for 
walking, etc. 

Extremely high percentages of 
respondents are concerned with climate 
change, and think there’s something they 
can do to help alleviate the issue. 

Stakeholder interviews mentioned 
everyday sustainability actions, and this 
survey shows that respondents believe 
they can do something as well. Let’s take 
advantage of this in ideation. 

Reducing waste is very important to 
students and staff at the UW. 

Ideation could explore new ways in which 
students and staff could help reduce waste 
and teach them through interactions.  

 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
There might be a 2015 survey of freshman related to sustainability. Otherwise, I think for the time 
being no further research is needed with such a broad audience. I would recommend more live 
interviews near the WCUP screens, as passersby will likely be our primary users.  
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7j2CwRpoQpfTFM5ZTNpX1FzUm8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7j2CwRpoQpfN3dtX0dqS2tYb2c/view?usp=sharing


FIELD STUDY 
Full Fly-on-the-Street Field Study Report 
 

RESEARCH QUESTION 
What type of traffic/pedestrian/bike/transportation flow is occurring in the immediate and extended 
vicinity?  
 

PURPOSE + METHOD 
The purpose of this study was to gather information and observe traffic patterns, 
pedestrian/bike/public transportation etc., with regards to the WCUP location. In the last three visits 
to the site, we observed traffic flow on the basis of weather and time of day. These observations 
stemmed from our research questions and we found that weather affected users willingness to 
interact, time of day dictated area traffic concentration, and surrounding transportation routes are a 
key source to attract potential users.  
 

FINDINGS + RECOMMENDATIONS 
After three visits to the site, Monday January 9th, Wednesday January 11th, and Tuesday January 
17th, our findings solidified existing assumptions and highlighted new information.  
 

INSIGHTS RECOMMENDATIONS 

One of the prominent factors of the site is 
the existence of the Burke Gilman Trail, 
which is a major transportation route for 
potential users. 

Our display may want to reach out to this 
group of users, think about pulling them 
into the interaction zone or re-define 
where our interaction zone is. 

Minimal foot traffic in interaction zone. Appeal to users outside of intended 
interaction zone, re-route passersby from 
across the street. 

Measurements pertaining to various time 
elements, such as passer-by interaction 
times and screen dimensions. 

Keep in mind that users are able to view 
screens from multiple angles. This can play 
to our advantage if we can catch users 
attention. Design constraints, such as 
street elevation, distance between screens, 
and users changing field of vision, need to 
be considered during screen ideation. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
Our next step will be to return to the site once the screen display is active, tentatively one month, to 
see if there is a difference in traffic patterns. It can be assumed that users will respond differently to 
the area when content is displayed on the screens, but we will need to research this further.  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FjAqOcOgU4X3T-fqWNgR7FNOIM8Uk_o0xB1f5FP1yeg/edit#slide=id.p

